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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a model-based approach for designing
distributed user interfaces (DUIs), i.e. graphical user
interfaces that are distributed along one or many of the
following dimensions: end user, display device, computing
platform, and physical environment. The three pillars of
this model-based approach are: (i) a Concrete User
Interface model for DUIs incorporating the distribution
dimensions and able to express in a XML-compliant format
any DUI element until the granularity of an individual DUI
element is reached, (ii) a specification language for DUI
distribution primitives that have been defined in a user
interface toolkit, and (iii), a step-wise method for modeling
a DUI based on the concepts of distribution graph
expressing a distribution scenario that can be played
namely based on the distribution primitives. A distribution
graph consists of a state-transition diagram whose states
represent significant distribution states of a DUI and whose
transitions are labeled by an even-condition-action
representation. The actions involved in this format may call
any distribution primitive of the DUI toolkit. In order to
exemplify this model-based approach, two simple DUIs are
first designed: a DUI for the Pictionary game and a DUI for
the Minesweeper game. They are then incorporated into a
larger DUI game of the goose where cells may trigger the
two other games.

On the side of the demand, end users are more frequently
involved in a context of use where domain objects are
widespread, where roles and groups are configured in
dynamic fashions, thus increasing the need for User
Interfaces (UIs) that support them in these multiple
configurations. On the side of the offer, the market has
disseminated a large amount of computing platforms
ranging from smartphones to wall screen displays, thus
offering a wide spectrum of interaction surfaces to interact
with. End users are however puzzled by what type of
platform they should choose for a particular task, especially
when several tasks are distributed in time and space. For
instance, when an end user delegates a task to a colleague,
parts or whole of this task UI should be transferred as well
to the colleague. Even at run-time, an end user may want to
ask for advice for a remote colleague, thus requesting to
access to the currently running UI.
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All these examples strive for a global approach for
designing a Distributed User Interface (DUI), which is
hereby defined as any application UI whose components
can be distributed across varying displays of varying
platforms that are used by varying users, whether they are
working at the same place (co-located) or not (remote
collaboration). DUIs have been successfully used in various
domains of human activity (e.g., ambient intelligence [],
clinical systems) and in computer science (e.g., migratory
systems [], service-oriented architecture [], ubiquitous
computing []). DUIs are fundamental and important
because several applications require the integration of
distributed interaction devices as functional wholes. There
are two main categories in which they can be important.
The user needs for DUI and addition to the limited UI
development. Many work situations need collaboration
between users, they share their computing tasks and so
phithey should be able to share their UIs [?]. Current
toolkits such as Java Swing, Microsoft Foundation Classes
do not support DUI or any kind of distribution [?].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the
next section reports on some related work. Then, a
specification language for UI distribution primitives is
motivated, defined, and exemplified, based on a model of a
Concrete UI. Then, a step-wise method for modeling a DUI
based on a distribution scenario represented as a
distribution graph involving the abode primitives is
presented. A progressive case study will then exemplify
how this method can be applied on games that are
intrinsically challenging and distributed by nature, first

individually, then composed. Finally, a conclusion delivers
the main points of this research and presents some future
avenues.
RELATED WORK
How to support DUIs?

Berglund have set requirements that DUI have to meet:
dynamic construction and distribution, make the best
possible use of the available resources, provide graceful
degradation of interaction, negotiate the interaction
resources needs to be handled dynamically and transparent
configuration and distribution of the UI. Tools supporting
Distributed User Interface has to be developed [4berglund]. The UI distribution granularity of existing
toolkits and frameworks is always at high level. For
example, in IMPROMPTU framework [6-bhiel], windows
can be distributed across several devices. There are several
possibilities for the granularity. The distribution can be at
applications, windows, widgets and pixels levels. Almost
every toolkit supporting distribution supports applications
and/or windows levels. Some problems exist for the highlevel granularity distributions. It raises security an
d
privacy problems. When allowing the distribution of a
window or application, it allows all users to control or
observe all shared windows. But sometimes, users would
prefer to avoid users being able to get some windows or
applications.
Compared to distribution programming which only focuses
on the distribution of the core functionalities of an
application, DUI’s support is only at the beginning. To be
able to develop application with fully controllable
application, more research has to be done.
DUIs should be integrated in domains such as workflows,
collaborative tools and for user that would like ubiquitous
computing across several devices.
Consequently, DUIs allow for the UI to be spread out over
a set of displays/devices/platforms taking advantage of
their unique properties instead of residing on a single
display/device/platform with the interaction capabilities
that are constrained on this display/device/platform [??].
DUIs have been subject to several studies that investigate
further their specific characteristics that may lead to design
implications. This includes the use of multiple monitors on
the same computing platform by a single user, the use of
multiple platforms by a single user with synchronization
between, exchange of information between platforms
belonging to different users (e.g., by the Pick & Drop
interaction technique), moving information between
displays on a single platforms, partition of tasks across
displays for a single user, sharing common information on
a common display while keeping some information private
on a own platform. Beale and Edmondson conducted user
surveys in order to determine the user behavior induced by
using a DUI: they identified the importance of having
multiple carets and the complexity of multi-tasking and
they suggest design implications for using DUIs in order to
support distributed tasks. In particular, they stressed the

importance of a multi-tasking model that is partially built at
the local level of a single user and at the global level across
users when collaboration exists. The global scenario should
be also dissolved into local scenario in order to preserve the
consistency between common tasks and individual tasks.
This observation is fundamental for the work conducted
here. Tan & Czewinsky found that physical discontinuities
had no effect on performance, but found a detrimental
effect from separating information within the visual field,
when also separated by depth. Due to the multiplicity of
interaction techniques in DUIs, Nacenta et al. conducted a
study to compare the efficiency of six techniques for
moving objects from a platform to another in four different
distance ranges and with three movement directions. Their
study suggests that spatial manipulation of data was faster
than pressure-based techniques.
On the one hand, more user studies are available on
specific DUI setups that provide us with more knowledge
on design implications for such DUIs. Yet, in order to
allow for the user to get the best potential of interaction
capabilities
offered
by
the
various
devices/displays/platforms for the current task to be carried
out, we should enable designers as well as developers to
provide users with the best DUI possible for a given set of
devices/displays/platforms by described them in a formal
way. This will allow both designers and developers to
enable the underlying system to decide where different DUI
portions should be placed in locations that are significant
and usable for a distributed task to take place. For instance,
the game of Pictionary is a typical example of a distributed
task; one player selects a word from a dictionary, a second
player draws this word on a surface shared by other players
who have to guess what this word is as quick as possible,
but below a certain time threshold. The team to which the
winning player belongs to receives points.
Sjölund et al. implemented a DUI consisting of a remote
control GUI on a smartphone that controls Windows Media
Player displayed on a TV. Some controls of the Windows
Media Player (e.g., play, stop, volume up, volume down)
are moved to the smartphone and adapted to this platform
at the same time. The
In Mightweight
As define in [4-berglund], such DUI components are
treated as network-entities of self-configuring peer groups
that negotiate UI responsibilities.
Usability of DUIs.

Grudin [18-grudin] enlights usability
issues with Multi-Display such as lack of support and
mobile device not used to display.
Shortcomings of related work.

In most of the aforementioned
case studies, the distribution of UI elements is predefined
and opportunistic. For example, in Sjölund, there is no
other way to change the repartition of UI elements across
the smartphone and the TV. In addition, it is not replicable.
If another platform comes in, it is impossible to replicate or
migrate on this platform the part that has already been

transferred to the first smartphone. In Lightweight, this is
also the case, but it is more flexible in the distribution of
services: once a service is selected, it can be distributed to
any platform, existing or arriving, but a service can be
distributed only once. On the one hand, this does not create
any conflict, but on the other hand, it does not support
replication.

see a user having a Smartphone, a laptop and a display
(either if it is connected to the phone or the laptop).

Lack of design/development support
Limited granularity
No high level approach
Examples of applications able to distribute UI components
without enough control. The key control is to strive for end
user control of the distribution.
UI, DUI, MetaUI, context
CONTRIBUTIONS

The first contribution introduced is the distribution graph. It
models some aspects of the distribution. Each node can be
either any kind of device or components able to interact
with the system or allowing the system to interact with.
Computers, displays, keyboards and mice are some
examples of possible nodes. They will be described by a
platform model to know the main features of the device.

Figure 4: Example of global distribution graph

In the Figure, two nodes are full circle that represents the
fact that no application and widget is in the node. The
dashed circle around the laptop means that the laptop
supports some applications and some widgets.
The second contribution is the platform meta-model. It
allows developer to describe the different features of the
devices through platform models. It is based on Delivery
Context Ontology [10]. The platform model for this
example is represented in Figure 5.
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Figure 1: Four examples of devices

Or they can be applications. Distributed applications will
be a graph with nodes being a part of the application
running on a device.

Figure 2: Two examples of application

Or nodes can also be UI elements such as elementary
widgets or complex widgets.

Figure 3: Three examples of graphical widgets

In order to have a clear view of the distribution, the
distribution graph will be separated in a two-layer structure.
The first, the global distribution graph, is the high-level
view on the distribution space. The second layer is the local
distribution graph.
For example, a global distribution graph of a common
scenario is represented in the Figure 4. In this schema, we

:

:

YES
SXGA+

:

YES : HD
1080

Figure 5: Platform model for the three devices of the example
in Figure 4

To see more information about what is currently used by
the laptop, we can see the local distribution graph of the
laptop as in Figure 6.

distribution statements. For this, we first have to define the
concept of selector.
A selector consists of a definition of the types of Common
Information Model (CIM) elements to which the template
applies, and a series of property declarations that define the
template. Three major types of selector scope are
considered:
-

Figure 6: Local distribution graph of the laptop from Figure 4

A meta-UI is dedicated to control the distribution of some
user interfaces components. An application needs at least
one meta-UI. It allows the distribution of graphic
components, widgets and container, from a platform to
another. A model is introduced in order to represent the
distribution mechanisms.
The model-based approach for designing DUI supports the
distribution at several granularity levels. It starts at the
widget level but also supports application and windows
levels by distributing containers. The contribution here is
the ability to merge UI from different applications, the
ability to share parts of windows avoiding privacy
problems and giving more control of the distribution to the
users.
A third contribution is a distribution language to allow the
distribution to be controlled by distribution statements. The
language is very basic. A statement is defined as in Figure
7.
statement = operation , white_space , source , white_space , ”TO” ,
white_space , target ;

Figure 7: Definition of a statement in the distribution
language

The definitions of an operation, a source, a target, a selector
and some other ones are in Figure 8. The definitions could
be extended later to support more operations or features.
operation = "DISPLAY" | "COPY" | "MOVE" | "REPLACE" |
"UNDISPLAY" | "MERGE" | "SWITCH" | "SEPARATE" ;
source = selector ;
target = displays | selector , white_space , “ON” , white_space ,
displays ;
displays = display_platform , { “,” , display_platform}
display_plartform = display , [ white_space , “OF” , white_space ,
paltform] ;
selector = identifier , { “,” , identifier } | universal ;
display = identifier ;
platform = identifier ;

Figure 8: Definition of main terms

The fourth contribution comes from these definitions; we
allow developers and users to distribute their UI through

-

universalSelector: applies the template to all elements
belonging to the CIM.
elementTypeSelector: applies the template to all
elements belonging to the CIM which correspond to
the selector’s type (e.g., all containers, all list boxes).
classSelector: applies the template to all elements
belonging to the CIM which correspond to the
selector’s type whose definition makes them part of the
class (e.g., all containers having an id greater or equal
to CC2, all list boxes having more than 10 items).
idSelector: applies the template to only one element
belonging to the CIM: the one whose id attribute
matches the string contained in the parameter.

These selectors allow the user to specify the source and
destination of the operation.
In Figure 9, you can see the execution of the operation:
DISPLAY button(text:”B”).

Figure 9: Display button(text:"B") operation

But operations are more complex than this example. For
example, the operation COPY <Source > TO <Target> can
either be:
1.
COPY button_1 TO shared_display: simple copy
of button_1 sent to shared_display without specifying
neither an identifier nor a container
2.
COPY button_1 TO button_2 ON shared_display:
copy button_1 on shared_display and identify it as
button_2
3.
COPY button_1 TO button_2 ON shared_display
of shared_platform: the same but we specify the
shared_platform to avoid searching through all the
platforms
4.
COPY button_1, button_2 TO shared_display:
copy button_1 and button_2 to shared_display in a single
operation
5.
COPY button_1 TO shared_display, my_display:
copy button_1 to shared_display and also to my_display
6.
COPY button_1 TO shared_display OF
shared_platform AND my_display OF my_ipad: copy
button_1 to both shared_display and my_display,
specifying on which platform is each display

7.
COPY * TO shared_display: copy all the
graphical components from the current UI to
shared_display
8.
COPY ALL buttons TO shared_display: copy all
buttons to shared_display
9.
COPY individuals TO shared_display: copy any
individual concrete user interface object to
shared_display
The source UI associated to these examples can be found in
Figure 10.

IMPLEMENTATION

A toolkit has been developed upon the model-based
approach. It creates application with UI separated in twoparts: the proxy and the rendering. In Figure 12, the proxy
is represented as a separate part of the application than the
rendering. The first keeps the state of the application and
ensures the core functionalities, while the second displays
the user interface. Application supporting DUI allows the
rendering to be distributed on other platforms while the
proxy stays where the application has been created.

Application
Proxy

Rendering

Figure 10: Example of Source UI for the COPY examples
Figure 12: Structure of a DUI application

The toolkit works in an environment supported by
Microsoft Windows operating systems (XP and newer),
Apple Mac OS X, Linux and Android. And we are
currently working on the full support for Apple iOS. The
applications created with this toolkit are multi-platform.
We also based the toolkit on FormsVBT and a User
Interface Description Language (UIDL).
Each graphical component is described as a record
containing several keys and values. It ensures compatibility
with XML because the keys/values become the name/value
pairs of the XML markup.
The DUI can be controlled by a command line interface, a
meta-UI or even by the applications themselves.
In Figure 13, there is the DUI command line interface
which allows creating example and executing operations. It
also works as a tutorial to understand how to use the DUI
operations.

Figure 11: Result of examples 1, 2 & 3 (top left), 4, 8 (top
right), 5 & 6 (middle left), 7 (middle right), 9 (bottom)

Assumption, distribution state, distribution primitives,
distribution scenario, distribution graph, catalog of
distribution operations

AND guesser_UI TO Pictionary_UI OF guessers
UPDATE observe_UI TO observers

Figure 13: DUI Command Line Interface
EVALUATION AND CASE STUDY

4.

UPDATE draw_UI

5.

IF timer <= 0 & !found
THEN UPDATE draw_UI, guesser_UI

6.

UNDISPLAY draw_UI, guesser_UI, observer_UI
DISPLAY assign_UI TO players

7.

IF timer > 0 & found
THEN UPDATE draw_UI, guesser_UI

8.

UNDISPLAY draw_UI, guesser_UI,observer_UI
DISPLAY assign_UI TO players

The drawer UI, in Figure 15, enables the drawing area. The
guessers and observers are able to watch the drawing area
but are unable to draw on it. The guessers can try words. A
timer runs down until the word is found or until it reaches
00:00.

A Pictionary game exemplified the mechanisms and
evaluates the difference between a local Pictionary and a
distributed Pictionary.

Figure 14: State-machine diagram of the Pictionary

In Figure 14, the STM shows that to start a game, the
Pictionary needs several steps. The players will each have
to assign or be assigned to a role. There are three roles: the
player, the guessers and the observers. Two players are at
least needed because the game needs one drawer and at
least one guesser.
The distribution does not appear in the states of the
Pictionary. The transition can be of two types: with and
without distribution. As in any STM, the transitions may
have some guarding conditions. For readability issue, we
put it apart from the STM. Also, the final state is not
display on the diagram. In order to clearly state the
transitions, they are all numbered from 1 to 8 and here are
the transitions in the form IF condition THEN action:
1.

IF new_player_event
THEN DISPLAY pictionary_UI TO new_player

2.

IF nb_player > 1
THEN DISPLAY assign_UI TO Pictionary_UI
OF players

3.

IF drawer != null && guesser != null
THEN UNDISPLAY assign_UI
DISPLAY draw_UI TO Pictionary_UI OF drawer

Figure 15: draw_UI enabling drawing area

This UI can be translated into a local distribution graph for
the device on which the Pictionary is started. For example,
a user with a computer and a mobile phone will have the
following distribution graphs as in Figure 16 and 17.

Figure 16: Example of a global distribution graph for the
Pictionary

game of the case will be loaded and automatically display
to its platforms. He may also redistribute the UI through its
platforms at his own ease of use. There is a bridge between
the Minesweeper and Pictionary games. A win in the
Minesweeper game will allow the player to go to the
Pictionary while a loss on the Pictionary will send the
player back to the Minesweeper.
The example shown here is a simple 3-cases game, but the
number should be higher for a real game. In the Game of
the Goose, there are 63 cases.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 17: Example of a local distribution graph for the
Pictionary

We also present an idea of a game that will be a
combination of several games as the Game of the Goose.
A basic example would be to use the Pictionary, a
Minesweeper and a Snake as games to combine. See Figure
18 for the Minesweeper examples of UI.

In this paper we show how to design applications with
Distributed User Interfaces enabling the control of the
distribution of the UI components. We show that the
support of multiple platforms is complex and needs
adjustments. Operations supported by this model-based
approach is not only basics such as display and hide
components but as complex merging or dividing
components. We have introduced concepts for better
understanding the distribution. A language describes the
statements that will allow the distribution of the UI. These
statements are used in distribution scenarios for automatic
distribution as well as in a command line interface to
manually control the DUIs. Finally, the distribution graphs
help modeling the distribution of the UI and describing the
virtual distributed environment of the application.
No tool is developed in order to support the distribution
graph representation. A toolkit supporting the creation of
DUIs and the distribution operations is currently in
development and will be introduced in the future.

Figure 18: Example of a Minesweeper game

Figure 19: Example of UI for the combination game

The DUI combination game increases the use of
distribution. When a player reaches a case on the board, the
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